A more stable transition matrix for acoustic target scattering by highly oblate elastic objects.
In previous work, a variant of Waterman's transition (T) matrix utilizing an ansatz for problematic outgoing basis functions in standard formulations was proposed and demonstrated to improve the stability of free-field acoustic scattering calculations for elongated axisymmetric elastic objects. The ansatz replaced the basis causing instability with one consisting of low-order spherical functions made complete by distributing the functions along the axis within the object. Unfortunately, these bases are not as useful for expanding outgoing source fields along oblate axisymmetric surfaces. However, related work by Doicu, Eremin, and Wriedt, [Acoustic & Electromagnetic Scattering Analysis Using Discrete Sources, Academic Press, London (2000)], suggests using an alternate basis of low-order spherical functions made complete by analytically continuing them into the complex plane of the object's axial coordinate, distributing them along the imaginary axis of this plane. This paper will show that this alternative does extend the range of stability of our T-matrix formulation for highly oblate axisymmetric objects to frequencies attainable with competing spheroidal-basis T-matrix formulations. Nevertheless, the range is not as great as achieved for prolate shapes and an analysis of the residual noise sources suggest more optimal basis sets are possible that further stabilize scattering computations for such shapes.